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Abstract. Thermal-gradient induced transport of ionic liquid (IL) and water
droplets through a carbon nanotube (CNT) is investigated in this study using molecular
dynamics simulations. Energetic analysis indicates that IL transport through a CNT
is driven primarily by the fluid-solid interaction, while fluid-fluid interactions dominate
in water-CNT systems. Droplet diffusion analysis via the Moment Scaling Spectrum
reveals sub-diffusive motion of the IL droplet, in contrast to the self-diffusive motion
of the water droplet. The Soret coefficient and energetic analysis of the systems
suggest that the CNT shows more affinity for interaction with IL than with the water
droplet. Thermophoretic transport of IL is shown to be feasible, which can create new
opportunities in nanofluidic applications.

1. Introduction
The rapid emergence of nanofluidic devices for health, energy, and environment, urges
the development of an improved fundamental understanding of fluid and nanoparticle
transport in nanoconfinement [1, 2]. Transport through carbon nanotubes (CNTs) has
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received special attention over the past two decades due to the unique mechanical,
electrical and chemical properties of CNTs; for example that they can act as a
metal or a semiconductor depending on their diameter and chirality [3]. The interest
in CNTs is further fueled by their usage as a model for studying mass transport
through quasi-one-dimensional channels for drug delivery [4], molecular filtration and
separation, and electro-chemical energy storage [5]. Mass transport at the nanoscale
can be driven by various mechanical, thermodynamical and chemical forces, such as a
thermal gradient [6, 7, 8], electric potential (electrophoresis and electroosmosis) [9, 10],
concentration [11], pressure [12], or surface tension (Marangoni effect) [11].
The effect of thermal gradient on fluid properties was first reported by Ludwig [13]
in 1856, who found density and concentration variations in a salt solution at a nonuniform temperature. This phenomenon was later investigated by Soret [14], who
observed a non-uniform salt concentration in a confined aqueous solution subjected
to a thermal gradient. Based on molecular-level interactions, Maxwell [15] proposed a
physical basis for a driving force that induces a flow due to non-uniform temperature.
Such variations were later found to drive fluids or immersed particles to flow against
the direction of a temperature gradient. This became the basis of thermophoresis (also
known as thermodiffusion and the Soret effect) [15], in which the transport is induced by
a thermophoretic driving force Fth resulting from a thermal gradient. Confined fluids
exchange momentum and energy with the solid walls through collisions, absorption,
and desorption. Subjecting the wall surface to a temperature gradient causes spatial
variations in the average momentum of wall atoms and in the exchange of momentum
and energy with interfacial fluid. Consequently, a net force, due to the thermal gradient
applied, drives the fluid from the hot to the cold end of the system.
The majority of research on thermophoretic flow has been focused on rarefied
gases [16, 17, 18, 19, 20], for which extensive theoretical models have been developed.
For example, Ibbs [18, 19] found that the thermal diffusion coefficient of various gases
was more sensitive to intermolecular forces than the transport coefficients. In addition
to gas flow, various recent studies have focused on the transport of droplets [21],
nanoparticles [22], fullerene [23] and short CNTs along the outer surface of longer
CNTs [24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. The latter case deviates from a fluid-based transport
mechanism since a phonon current between the inner and outer tube is the dominant
driving force, rather than a momentum exchange between atoms. The present
work is focused on thermodiffusion of fluid droplets, hence the possibility of phonon
current is not further discussed here. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have
been instrumental in elucidating and predicting fluid motion induced by a thermal
gradient. For example, Zambrano et al [21] demonstrated via MD simulations that
thermal diffusion occurs both in the translational and rotational motion of water (W)
nanodroplets in a CNT, with the streaming motion guided by the helical angle of the
tube. The thermal gradient applied in axial direction has a weak influence on the surface
wettability, while it has a strong influence on the isothermal diffusion. Hence the Soret
coefficient, the ratio of thermal and isothermal diffusion coefficients, is altered by the
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applied thermal gradient [21].

Figure 1. (a) Cross-section view of the ionic liquid inside a CNT. A thermal gradient
is imposed by thermostatting the hot and cold regions (shown in red and blue).
(b) The molecular structure of 1-butyl-1,1,1-methylammonium cation (N+
1114 ) and
butane sulfonate anion (C4 SO−
)
ions.
3

Shiomi and Maruyama [29] estimated, for a similar system as the one studied by
Zambrano et al [21], the thermophoretic force acting on a droplet and suggested that the
potential energy of W-W interactions is sufficient to drive the droplet through the CNT.
A thermal gradient as low as 0.18 K/nm was sufficient to transport a water nanodroplet
through a CNT. The thermophoretic forces acting on the droplet and the potential
energy due to W-W and W-CNT interactions varied linearly with the applied thermal
gradient. They also demonstrated that sudden variations in the tube diameter along its
axis cause a disturbance in the droplet motion, due to irregularities in the trajectories of
the molecules. Rurali and Hernandez [30] investigated the viability of fullerene transport
via thermophoresis and its sensitivity to the nanotube wall structure (chirality). Most
fluids, including water, have a narrow window of thermal and electrical stability, limiting
their usability in applications under extreme conditions. Conversely, room temperature
ionic liquids (RTILs) have shown much promise in energy and heat transfer applications
because they are nonflammable, nonvolatile, thermally stable, have a high electrical
conductivity, and are liquids under a wide range of temperatures [31]. RTILs have
gained popularity in recent years because they are considered as a green alternative to
organic solvents for chemical synthesis [32]. As such, RTILs are potential candidates for
use in electrochemical devices such as batteries [33], supercapacitors [5], fuel cells [34]
and solar cells [35]. Accurately transporting these highly viscous fluids through a
nanoconfined environment via a mechanical driving force is challenging. On the other
hand, temperature gradients can be induced for example by irradiating the tube ends via
continuous or pulsating electron beams [25]. Thermophoretic transport of nanoconfined
IL has not yet been investigated to our knowledge, this type of transport may be
very appropriate for thermally stable fluids such as ILs. In the present study, the
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thermophoretic transport of an ionic liquid droplet through a single-walled CNT (shown
in Fig. 1(a)) is investigated via MD simulation.
2. Methodology
The simulated system is an ionic liquid droplet confined inside an armchair CNT (21,21)
of diameter 2.8 nm and length 80 nm, see Fig. 1(a). The droplet, which consists of 60
ion pairs, is approximately 7 nm long. Thermophoresis is investigated by imposing
a temperature gradient between 1 K/nm and 6 K/nm along the axial tube direction.
We consider 1-butyl-1,1,1-methylammonium cation (N+
1114 ) and butane sulfonate anion
−
(C4 SO3 ), which are environmentally friendly in comparison to other commonly studied
RTILs [37]. Following prior thermophoretic simulations [29, 21], 1 nm at both ends of
the CNT is kept rigid, such that no momentum is exchanged between the high and low
temperature sides of the tube via the periodic boundary. Additionally, the constraint
on the tube ends avoids potential drifting and bending of the CNT. A series of steps are
performed to ensure the equilibration of the system. Following an energy minimization,
the system is equilibrated at 300 K for 1.5 ns, during which the ions form a liquid
droplet. The droplet is then moved to the left end (hot side) of the tube by connecting
the centre of mass of the droplet to a spring centered at 10 nm from the tube end and
continuing the simulation for 0.5 ns in a microcanonical ensemble (i.e., the temperature
is not explicitly controlled during this stage). The energy of the droplet is monitored to
confirm convergence. Finally, Nosé-Hoover thermostats are applied to the wall atoms in
the 4 nm next to the rigid ends, with a hot Th and a cold Tc side to impose a temperature
gradient (Th > Tc ) in the axial direction. The temperature of the cold end of the CNT
is kept at 300 K (Tc ), while the hot end has a higher temperature (Th ), between 370
to 720 K, to obtain a thermal gradient of 1 to 6 K/nm, respectively. The system is
equilibrated for an additional 0.5 ns, amounting to a total equilibration time of 2.5 ns.
Once the simulation system is equilibrated, the constraint on the centre of mass of the
IL droplet is removed and thermophoretic transport occurs. The production run lasted
for as long as needed for the IL droplet to cross the CNT, which varied between 0.5 ns
for the largest thermal gradient, to 6.6 ns for the smallest one.
Simulations were performed with the LAMMPS [36] simulation package, with a
timestep of 2 fs. Ionic liquid interactions were described by the all-atom force field
parameters of Lopes et al [37] in which the functional form of bonded interaction are
based on the OPLS-AA force field and non-bonded interactions on the CHARMM force
field, with a damping between the inner (12 Å) and the outer cutoff radius (14 Å) [38].
Carbon-carbon interactions in the CNT were described by the REBO Potential [39],
which is a reactive bond-order potential that has been used widely [40, 41, 28] for
calculating thermal transport properties of carbon-based materials. The LorentzBerthelot mixing rule was used to model interactions between the liquid and the CNT.
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3. Results and discussions

temperature (K)

Thermophoretic forces on the droplet are measured under the influence of six different
thermal gradients varying linearly from 1 to 6 K/nm. While thermal gradients used
in experiments are typically smaller than 1 K/nm [24], larger gradients are needed in
molecular simulation to obtain a large signal-to-noise ratio. Simulations at each thermal
gradient are carried out five times to further improve the statistics, with each simulation
having different random initial velocities.
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Figure 2. The temperature of (a) CNT measured along its length and (b) IL as it
transported through tube at various thermal gradients

Fig. 2(a) shows the CNT temperature along its length, measured in bins of width
0.2 nm. The non-linear temperature profile indicates a non-Fourier heat conduction
behavior, consistent with the literature [28, 20, 41, 42]. Figs. 2(b) shows the temperature
variation of the IL droplet as it is transported through the CNT for thermal gradients of
1, 4 and 6 K/nm. The interaction energy between IL and CNT (EIL−CNT ) as the droplet
move from the hot to the cold region is shown in Fig. 3(a). The droplet minimizes its
interaction energy with the nanotube as it moves towards the colder region. Adaptive
Biasing Force (ABF) simulations [44] are carried out to evaluate the potential of mean
force (PMF) and to measure the free energy that the droplet gains when moving towards
the colder region. The PMF is measured by dividing the tube into 30 windows of 2 nm
each. As can be seen in Fig. 3(b): (i) The 1-dimensional energy landscape is simple;
it varies linearly with the temperature gradient along the axial direction of the tube.
(ii) The gradient in PMF increases with increasing temperature gradient on the tube.
(iii) For temperature gradients of 1, 4 and 6 K/nm, the droplet gains, respectively, 67.03,
236.54 and 371.90 kJ/mol free energy by moving from hot to the cold region.
Figs. 4(a) and (b) show, respectively, the centre-of-mass velocity (vcm ) and the force
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Figure 3. (a) Interaction potential energy of between the droplet and CNT as the
droplet move from hotter to colder region along the nanotube axis. (b) Potential of
mean force of the droplet against its centre-of-mass position.
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Figure 4. Change in (a) the velocity of centre of mass of droplet and (b) force acting
on IL droplet over time. Region I, II and III (in (a)) show the acceleration phase
with a constant slope (α), transient phase and steady phase with a constant speed,
respectively.

acting on the droplet as a function of time, at 6 K/nm thermal gradient. The droplet
travels from the hot end (10 nm) to the cold end (70 nm) in 0.548 ns, during which
the temperature of the droplet drops from 560 to 450 K, as was shown in Fig. 3(a).
This shows that the time spent by the droplet at any position along the tube axis is too
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small to relax to the local tube temperature. The transport of the droplet through the
nanotube is divided into three phases based on its velocity, as shown in Fig. 4(a). In
phase-I the droplet shows a near-constant acceleration, followed by a transient phaseII, in which frictional forces might provide resistance to the flow, eventually causing
a steady flow phase-III in which the thermophoretic and frictional forces are balanced
and the droplet reaches a terminal velocity of 155 m/s. Fig. 4(b) shows the total force
acting on the droplet, which is dominated by the thermophoretic force at phase-I and
slowly reduces to an average force of zero in phases-II and III.
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Figure 5. The dependency of interaction potential energy on temperature for (a)
IL-CNT and (b) W-CNT models. Dashed lines indicate a linear fit of the data points.

We also simulated water droplets to examine the role of interaction energies between
the droplet and nanotube on the thermophoretic forces. We replaced the IL droplet by
850 water molecules (W-CNT) to form a droplet of approximately the same length
(l=7 nm) as the IL droplet. Water is modeled with the SPC/E model, with the
SHAKE algorithm used to preserve the rigid structure of the water molecules. WW interactions are known to be stronger than the water W-CNT interaction due to the
hydrophobicity of the CNT [29], but the nature of interactions in an IL-CNT system, and
their dependence on temperature were yet to be explored. Towards this goal, Figs. 5(a)
and (b) show the potential energies at different temperature for IL-CNT and W-CNT
models, respectively. These energies are calculated by simulating the systems at a fixed
temperatures range from 300 to 500 K, with an increment of 10 K. To avoid evaporation
of the water, temperatures between 240 and 300 K are considered for W-CNT system.
The IL-CNT and W-CNT interaction energies in Fig. 5 are scaled up by a factor of
4 and 6, respectively, to show them alongside the larger droplet-droplet energies. Not
surprisingly, the interaction energies decrease with an increasing temperature.
Thermophoretic forces acting on the droplets can be estimated from the gradient of
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the potential energy with respect to temperature. We have followed the same energetic
analysis method as Shiomi and Maruyama [29] (for a W-CNT system) to calculate the
thermophoretic forces. The potential energy per unit length φ0 of the droplet is a linear
function of z and can thus be represented as φ0 = az + b. Hence, the potential energy
of the droplet of length Lz can be expressed as in Eq. 1.
Z Lz
(Lz )2
+ bLz
(1)
φ0 dz = a
φ=
2
0
The droplet is symmetric in both radially and z-direction, such that its centre of
mass is located close to the geometric centre zG of the droplet, i.e., Lz /2. The potential
energy can thus be expressed as aLz zG + bLz and the force exerted on the particle is
expressed in terms of the gradient of potential energy with respect to z.
F =−

∂φ
= −aLz
∂zG

(2)

where ‘a’ can be deduced from φ0 = az + b as
∂φ0
∂φ0 ∂T
=
(3)
∂z
∂T ∂z
where ∂T /∂z is the thermal gradient along the CNT. A change in potential energy
per atom with respect to change in temperature is obtained from isothermal equilibrium
simulations at different temperatures. This gradient term can then be related to Eq. 3
as Lz ∂φ0 /∂T = N ∂φ/∂T , where N is the number of IL atoms in the CNT. Note that
the sign in front of Eq. 2 was discarded in other studies, since only the magnitude of
the force acting on the IL droplet was considered [29]. The thermophoretic force can be
expressed as
a=

F = −N

∂T ∂φ
∂z ∂T

(4)

The thermophoretic forces acting on the IL droplet are calculated in two ways:
via nonequilibrium simulation and via energetic analysis, by substituting equilibrium
simulation results (Fig. 5) into Eq. 4. Fig. 6(a) shows the dependency of the
thermophoretic force on the temperature gradients from both approaches. The
thermophoretic forces from the nonequilibrium simulations are calculated from the
acceleration of the IL droplet due to the applied thermal gradient. These forces are
shown as filled black dots in Fig. 6(a). The initial acceleration phase of the IL droplet
through the CNT (i.e., phase-I as shown in Fig. 4(a)) is alone considered for the
calculations of the thermophoretic force. The error estimates denote the standard error
calculated from the 5 individual simulations. The thermophoretic force is found to
depend approximately linearly on the applied temperature gradient in the temperature
regime considered here. This indicates that simulation results could be extrapolated
to smaller thermal gradients for direct comparison with experiments. The change in
interaction potential energy with the change in temperature for both IL-CNT and IL-IL
is used in Eq. 4 to obtain FIL−CNT and FIL−IL , which is the force on the IL due to IL-CNT
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Figure 6. Thermophoretic forces with the temperature gradient for (a) the IL and
(b) the water droplets. Filled circles denote results calculated from the acceleration
phase in the nonequilibrium simulations. Dashed lines denote the forces calculated
from the theoretical approach (Eq. 4), based on the variation in potential energy with
temperature in Fig. 5.

and IL-IL interaction potential energies, respectively. Thus, Ftotal is sum of the FIL−CNT
and FIL−IL . The thermophoretic forces calculated from theory and nonequilibrium
simulations indicate a near-linear dependence on the thermal gradient, as shown in
Fig. 6(a) for the ionic liquid and in Fig. 6(b) for the water droplets. For the IL droplet, a
total thermophoretic force of 12 pN is generated on the IL droplet subjected to a thermal
gradient of 6 K/nm. For comparison, a strain gradient of 0.4 nm−1 can generate a force
of about 60 pN on a nanoflake with dimension 1×2.5 nm in the tensile direction [43].
The total thermophoretic force acting on an IL droplet is found to be smaller than on a
water droplet of approximately the same size and the same thermal gradient. Although
FIL−CNT > FW−CNT , this is compensated by the much larger liquid-liquid contribution
in the case of water, compared to the IL system. It must be noted that the theoretical
prediction of the thermophoretic forces overestimates the W-W contribution, consistent
with Shiomi and Maruyama [29], while the theoretical prediction for the IL system
agrees well with simulation. We also validated the thermophoretic forces by simulating
a shorter CNT of diameter 1.38 nm and length 64 nm, with 192 water molecules, similar
to the work of Shiomi and Maruyama [29], and found good agreement (data not shown).
The average terminal velocity during the steady phase-III (Fig. 4(a)) is almost
proportional to the applied thermal gradient. Figs. 7(a) and (b) show the variation of
the average terminal velocity of the IL and water droplets, respectively, as a function
of the thermal gradient. The terminal velocity of water under a given thermal gradient
was found to be almost independent of the CNT’s length and diameter. Another set of
simulations is carried out to study the effect of average temperature and nanotube
diameter on thermophoretic force and terminal velocity. Five separate simulations
were performed with the average CNT temperature ranging from 400 to 650 K while
keeping the temperature gradient fixed at 4 K/nm. The thermophoretic force and
terminal velocity (Figs. 8(a) and (b)) increase linearly with the increasing average
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temperature. This contradicts the findings of Hou et al [42], a thermophoretic force that
was independent of the average CNT temperature. Increasing the nanotube diameter
from 2.82 to 3.92 nm (Figs. 8(c) and (d)) has no effect on the thermophoretic force and
velocity.
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3.1. Moment scaling spectrum
The isothermal diffusion coefficient is measured from 20 ns equilibrium simulations at
300 K. The moment scaling spectrum (MSS) method is used to measure the translational
mobility imposed on the fluid by a thermal gradient [45, 46], where the moments of
displacement are calculated from the motion of the centre-of-mass position zcm of the
IL droplet. Say zcm (n) be the centre-of-mass position of the IL droplet, where n = 1,
2, 3,.., M, and M is the total number of trajectory points over a temporal resolution of
∆t = 2 ps. The moment µ of order ν for a specific frame-shift ∆n and for a corresponding
time-shift δt = ∆n∆t can be defined as
M−∆n
X
1
|zcm (n + ∆n) − zcm (n)|ν
(5)
µ(∆n) =
M − ∆n n=1
The mean-squared displacement is a special case of the MSS for order ν = 2. This
special case of Eq. 5 is commonly used to calculate the classical self-diffusion coefficient
D2 of fluids. To quantify the diffusion modes of the IL droplets, the moments are
calculated for ν = 0, 1, 2, .., 6 and ∆n = 1, 2, .., M − 1. The scaling coefficient γν for any
order can be determined from the slope of the linear least-squares regression profile of
log (µ) against log (δt). Each moment depends on a time-shift in the power law [45],
given by
µν (δt) ∝ δtγν

(6)

The generalized isothermal diffusion coefficient can be determined from
Dν = (2ν)−1 exp (y0 )

(7)

where y0 correspond to value of log (µ) at log (δt)=0 (Fig. 9(a)).
The MSS is given by the linear relation between the scaling coefficient γν and
the order ν (Fig. 9(b)) [45], with γν=0 = 0. The slope of the linear profile (SMSS )
indicates the type of diffusive motion of the fluid droplet; with slopes of SMSS = 0,
0.5 and 1, representing no diffusive motion, self-similar diffusion and ballistic motion,
respectively. These special cases form the boundaries of different diffusive regimes.
The region between the slope of 0 and 0.5 is the sub-diffusive regime, observed in the
diffusion of confined liquids. The region between the slope of 0.5 and 1 is the superdiffusive regime, found in the case of diffusion with overlaid deterministic drift. If the
SMSS profile deviates from a straight trend then it may be due to the weakly selfsimilar diffusion process. The data in Fig. 9(a) shows larger slopes for log (δt) < 5
than for log (δt) > 5, suggesting a difference between the short and long-time diffusive
behavior of the IL droplet. Fitting only the data in the first 0.15 ns and calculating the
corresponding MSS, we find SMSS = 0.98, which denotes a short-time ballistic motion of
the IL droplet. For a long time scaling, the MSS profile showed a pronounced kink and
its slope changed after 0.2 ns. The dashed red lines in Fig. 9(a) show the least-squares
fits to obtain a slope. Thus, for a long-time scaling SMSS is found to be 0.36, which lies in
the range of the sub-diffusive regime [46]. The isothermal diffusion coefficient obtained
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Figure 9. (a) The moments of displacement of the confined IL droplet. The solid
black lines show the temporal scaling of the first six moments of displacement. The
red dashed lines are the least-squares linear fit to calculate the slopes. (b) The
moment scaling spectrum, the black dots indicate the scaling coefficients computed
from the linear fits in (a). The black dashed line indicates a linear fit with a slope
SMSS = 0.36, which falls into the sub-diffusive regime (below the self-similar diffusion
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for the sub-diffusive motion of the IL droplet is estimated to be 0.104 nm2 /ns. Though
the obtained isothermal diffusion coefficient is in the range of reported MD studies [37],
it is lower than the reported experimental results [21]. This could be related for example
to the use of a non-polarizable force field with static partial charges, which can have a
substantial influence on the dynamics at the fluid-solid interface.
In nonequilibrium simulations with a temperature gradient, additional diffusion due
to the Soret effect will be observed. The Soret coefficient [14, 21] can provide insight
into the potential relevance of thermal diffusion. The thermal diffusion coefficient is
defined as the ratio of the average velocity of the centre of mass vcm to the applied
thermal gradient along the CNT. The ratio of the thermal diffusion coefficient Dt and
the isothermal diffusion coefficient Dν yields the Soret coefficient. From the slope in
Fig. 7(a), we have estimated the thermal diffusion coefficient of 17.64 nm2 /(ns K), which
corresponds to a Soret coefficient of 169.63 K−1 . The estimated Soret coefficient is 2
orders of magnitude larger than the coefficients of the W-CNT system, suggesting that
the CNT has more affinity to interact with the IL than with the water. Thus, IL-CNT
interactions are not negligible as in the case of the W-CNT system.
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4. Conclusion
We have presented a MD simulation study focused on the transport of an ionic liquid (IL)
droplet in a carbon nanotube (CNT) subjected to a thermal gradient along its axis. The
droplet was found to drift along the axis of the CNT against the direction of the imposed
thermal gradient, towards lower temperature region. The measured thermophoretic
force and the average terminal velocity from nonequilibrium MD simulations were found
to scale linearly with the thermal gradient, suggesting that results could be extrapolated
down to lower thermal gradient for a direct comparison to experiments. A terminal
velocity as high as 155 m/s was reached for the thermal gradient 6 K/nm. The energetic
analysis for the IL-CNT system has shown that the transport of the droplet depends
on both IL-CNT (interfacial) and IL-IL interaction potential energies. An increase in
the average system temperature (while keeping the thermal gradient fixed) resulted in
a larger fluid-solid interaction energy, which caused an increase in the thermophoretic
driving force. The thermophoretic force thus depends on the average temperature and
on the temperature gradient, while no dependence on the tube diameter was found.
Additional simulations with water were carried out to investigate the nature of
droplet on the thermophoretic motion. For the water-CNT systems, potential energies
of droplet-droplet interactions dominate the droplet-nanotube interaction, in contrast
to the IL-CNT system. A moment scaling spectrum analysis showed that the isothermal
diffusion coefficient of the confined IL droplet falls into the sub-diffusion regime, while
the motion of the water droplet was self-diffusive. The corresponding Soret coefficient
and energetic analysis suggested that the CNT shows more affinity for interaction with
the IL droplet than with the water droplet. The strong connection between the IL and
the CNT, combined with the potential energy gradient along the tube length, suggest
that thermophoresis can be suitable for the transport of IL through a CNT. Our findings
illustrated the potential of using thermal gradients to accurately control IL transport in
confinement. This can benefit the use of IL as heat transfer agent in solar cells and as
an electrolyte in supercapacitors for energy storage applications.
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